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Concrete Partners is a leading concrete
construction company operating all over
Queensland and Northern NSW. The company
specialises in Commercial Construction and Civil
Construction. With superior skills in project
management, you can trust that your project can be
delivered within the given timeline and budget.
Concrete Partners constantly looks at new
technology to be at the cutting edge of the concrete
trade. Concrete Partners has put their money where
their mouth is, investing in Laser Screed machines.
Laser Screed technology can ensure the surfaces
are poured with extreme accuracy. This is an
investment reflected in our ﬁnished work.

our

superior skills in project management
means that your project will be delivered

within timeline & budget

Concrete Partners brings along a comprehensive
Project Management service. We are developing
compliant OHS standards (safety plan, wms,
environmental management plans, ppe) and
company wide safety culture. Concrete Partners
prides itself on understanding the importance of
every small detail.
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Our Management Team
David Jones
With more than 25 years in the concrete industry David has a vast
array of experience in all facets of concreting. From owning and
running his own businesses to helping set up other national
businesses into overseas countries, David has dealt with all levels of
client management, from Government to local builders. His hands-on
management approach leads from the front, demonstrating all the
direction needed to complete the projects on time, with quality and
accuracy. The combination of David with Tim Webber and Tim Kruger
has given Concrete Partners vastly more experience and a committed
management skill, with an invested focus.

our combined years of

experience & knowledge

along with superior communication skills

delivers better results for you

Tim (Timbo) Kruger
Timbo has more than 15 years experience in the concrete industry with
project management skills 'second to none'. His ability to organise
and motivate men to produce their best work is his best asset.
Combining this with coordination of suppliers and subcontractors,
Tim has shown, through his own successful business based on the
Gold Coast, that he brings a great wealth of knowledge and skill to
Concrete Partners. Partnered with David, Timbo will only strengthen
Concrete Partners' ability to organise and complete all types of
projects on time and within budget.
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Partner with our team
to deliver

the best outcome for your project
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